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The conversion of low-value byproducts to high value-added protein hydrolysates by enzymatic
hydrolysis is among the top trends in the food industry. Protein hydrolysates provide an opportunity
for effective utilization and are considered promising functional food ingredients. However,
hydrolyzing effect contributes to taste and aroma defects such as fishy off-flavour and bitterness that
impeded their application. Several procedures such as encapsulation, enzymatic hydrolysis with
exopeptidase and plastein reaction and Maillard reaction have been compared to mask the
undesirable flavour of protein hydrolysates. Maillard reaction has more potential to overcome these
challenges and enhance the organoleptic properties of protein hydrolysates. All literature were
accessed through available electronic databases. The revised overview can be helpful to explore the
rational use of Maillard Reaction with reduced adverse effects. The reaction of Maillard-induced
modification on bioactive properties of protein-derived peptides is well-positioned the beneficial
effect and facilitate design to obtain applicable functional ingredients for food formulation .
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cephalopods are a vital economic resource of global fisheries
representing squid, cuttlefish, and octopus (Kechaou et al.,
2015). In Malaysia, 70 to 80 thousand tons of cephalopods
are annually captured (Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), 2019). Indian squid and cuttlefish are the primary
sources available in Malaysia and are recognized as a local
fishery for domestic consumption and economic value
(Rubaie et al., 2012). Apart from rich in a nutritious
compound, cephalopods are consumed for their delicacy.
Hence, the increased exploitation of squid contributes to a
considerable amount of byproducts for up to 60% of the
whole weight, defined as leftover after processing (EzquerraBrauer & Aubourg, 2019). Instead, improving the utilization
of protein resources from marine shellfish has become a
research hotspot nowadays.
Enzymatic hydrolysis is an effective way to utilize this waste
and improve the functional properties of the original protein
without reducing its nutritional value (Gbogouri et al., 2004).
*Corresponding author’s e-mail: rabeta@usm.my

In particular, protein hydrolysates and fish protein
hydrolysates (FPH) may have a wide variety of purposes in
the food sector, including ingredients in formulated food,
functional ingredients, nutritional additives and flavouring
agent (Kouakou et al., 2014). A growing number of studies
have demonstrated FPH is possessed several properties such
as solubility, foaming and emulsifying, which offer versatile
applications in food ingredients (Gajanan et al., 2016; Ayu
Shazwani Zulkipli & Rabeta Mohd Salleh, 2020). Besides,
FPH has been noted to exhibit various physiological
functions,
antidiabetic,

such

as

antihypertensive,

antimicrobial,

antioxidant,

immunomodulating,

and

antiosteoporotic effects (Fu et al., 2019).
Nevertheless, protein hydrolysates mainly derived from
seafood are often accompanied by undesirable fishy and
bitter off-flavour (Normah & Nur Fazlika Nashrah, 2013;
Kouakou et al., 2014). The acceptance of fish protein
hydrolysates has been precluded due to the issues of fishy offflavours (Normah & Noorasma, 2018). The prevalent fish
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flavour is associated with rancid odour and/or flavour,

al., 2015). However, research remains to be further

affecting consumer acceptance and limit further application.

investigated on the consequence of encapsulation on the

Besides, the bitterness of protein hydrolysates is correlated

bioactivity and bioavailability of peptides in vivo (Li Chen &

with the presence of bitter peptides composed of hydrophobic

Cheung, 2010).

amino acids (Fu et al., 2019). The hydrophobicity of peptides,
peptide length, amino acid sequence and spatial structure

III.

PLASTEIN REACTION

also develops bitter taste perception (Kim & Li- Chan, 2006).
Plastein reaction refers to a protease-catalyzed response

Food taste is a crucial criterion that influences consumer

correlated with plastein formation. A plastic gel-like,

acceptability, and it is significant to enhance the overall
flavour

of

protein

hydrolysates

as

food

insoluble and protein-like material is produced from peptide

ingredients

mixtures

(Clemente, 2000).

when

a

high

concentration

of

protein

hydrolysates/peptides are incubated with certain proteases

Several efforts have been made to reduce or mask this

under suitable conditions named as ‘plastein’ (Idowu &

undesirable flavour, such as encapsulation, plastein reaction,

Benjakul, 2019). Plastein reactions are an efficient method

and exopeptidases treatment, followed by Maillard reaction.

for minimizing the bitterness without losing structure and

However, these methods are challenging and possibly do not

functionality of protein hydrolysates. The response with

fully eliminate the bitterness (Idowu & Benjakul, 2019).

glutamic acid diethyl ester resulted in a decreased percentage

Although different ways have been implemented, each of

of hydrophobic amino acids, which enhanced the final

them has limitations. Yet, the Maillard reaction modification

products' flavour (Synowiecki et al., 1996). Pepsin-treated

seems to be an effective method (Nie et al., 2017; Wang et al.,

soy protein hydrolysates are displayed reduced in bitterness,

2015). Hence, this review aims to provide some updated

which indicated the bitter dipeptides (GL and LF) played the

information on the Maillard reaction improving the

leading role in developing plastein chains by condensation

organoleptic properties and briefly compare it with other

(Fujimaki et al., 1970). The rising studies demonstrated the

methods.

plastein reaction had improved the bioactivity of peptides.

II.

However, plastein formation during transpeptidation and

ENCAPSULATION

condensation requires excessive use of enzymes during the
Several encapsulation methods have been developed to

process, lead to an altered peptide series and affected the

encapsulate protein hydrolysate proteins, such as spray

bioactivity (Udenigwe & Rajendran, 2016).

drying, spray cooling, coacervation and liposomes (Fu et al.,
2019). Spray drying has been commonly used to trap peptides

IV.

EXOPEPTIDASE TREATMENT

in protein and polysaccharide-based carriers due to relatively
Exopeptidases may selectively cleave terminal peptides and

low production costs and good stability of end products.

release free amino acids from bitter peptides. Depending on

Nevertheless, high temperatures used during spray drying

the amino acid of the N-or C-terminal, it is further identified

can trigger the denaturation of protein carriers and modify

as either aminopeptidase or carboxypeptidase (Raksakulthai

the peptide structure due to the Maillard reaction, where

& Haard, 2003). Exopeptidases have been reported to

reducing sugar is present in the system (Mohan et al., 2015).

improve the protein hydrolysate flavour derived from animal

Meanwhile, liposomes are amphipathic colloidal vesicles

byproducts (Fu et al., 2018b). The simultaneous use of endo-

consisting of hydrophilic, lipophilic, and amphiphilic areas

and exopeptidase can ensure effective hydrolysis and

suitable for peptide entrapment. Liposome encapsulation

selective cleavage of hydrophobic amino acids. As a result, the

carrier is more capable of achieving higher encapsulation

protein hydrolysates tend to exhibit less bitterness and

capacity (Allen & Cullis, 2013). The chitosan-coated liposome

sustain the amino acid composition. The use of the additional

method utilizing the milk fat globule membrane has been
established

to

encapsulate

Atlantic

salmon

exopeptidases may allow in amino acid residues cleavage

protein

pertinent to peptides with bioactive potential, leading to a

hydrolysates with a strong EE of approximately 71.3% (Li et
2
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change in bioactivity and functional properties (Cheung et al.,

different types of reducing sugar and amino acid Maillard,

2015). Controlled enzymatic debittering using various forms

such as producing meat aroma synthesis or barbecue shrimp

of exopeptidases are a commonly used and economical

essence (Luo et al., 2014).

process. However, this method has to be optimized for each
application

to

eradicate

bitterness.

In

A. Preparation of Maillard Reaction Products
(MRPs)

addition,

exopeptidases may further cleave terminal amino acids of
peptides, resulting in bioactivity changes (Fu et al., 2019).

The preparation of MRPs can be carried out in either wet or
dry-heating treatment. Dry-heating is initiated by combining

V.

THE MAILLARD REACTION

sugar powders and peptides, followed by heat treatment at a
specific temperature and relative humidity conditions (Kato

The Maillard reaction is well-known as a non-enzymatic

et al., 1993). Qi et al. (2010) stated the Maillard reaction in

browning pathway between carbonyl groups of reducing

the dry state is relatively limited due to the time-consuming

sugars and amino groups from amino acids, peptides, or

process and irregular contact of raw materials. On the other

proteins (Normah & Noorasma, 2018). Maillard reaction

hand, wet-heating treatment involves a peptide-sugar

products (MRPs) are naturally formed in food during heat

mixture in aqueous-based solutions heated at a specific

treatment by reducing sugars. Available amino acids can

temperature and typically employed in altering peptides via

interact with each other, thus modifying the significant food

the Maillard reaction (O’Mahony et al., 2017). The Maillard

properties such as colour, flavour, and stability (Luo et al.,
2014).

Furthermore,

the

pathway

and

reaction-induced modifications of food protein-derived

mechanisms

peptides play a vital role in their flavour and bioactivity (Van

underlying the Maillard reaction are among the most

Lancker et al., 2011). Also, the peptide chain length, peptide

complex systems and produce many intermediate products

composition, sequence, and MRPs. Among the numerous

besides melanoidins, such as aldehydes, ketones, and

existing protein modification methods, the glycation of

heterocyclic compounds (Jiang et al., 2018). Nevertheless,

proteins induced by sugar conjugation via the Maillard

the Maillard reaction is notoriously difficult to control. The

reaction (MR) is widely recognized as the best mechanism for

complexity of the Maillard reaction lies in the influence of the

improving functional properties in food proteins (Abdelhedi

flavour formation of several factors, such as temperature, pH,

et al., 2017).

time, water activity, reaction media, amino acid, or protein
hydrolysates and sugar involved (Taylor & Linforth, 2010).
These factors have led to a change in reaction rate, reaction
pathways, and end-product reactions (Fu et al., 2019).
The food industry widely implements the Maillard reaction
technology to improve appearance, similar aroma, and taste
characteristics of heat-treated products such as meat,
chocolate, coffee, caramel, popcorn, or bread (Taylor &
Linforth, 2010). Also, the Maillard reaction plays an essential
role in the food chemical process to develop tasty flavour by
carbonyl of sugar-reducing and amino acid or peptide to
produce a unique flavour in roasted meat and baked bread
(Damodaran et al., 2007). The past few years, the increased
study showed the Maillard reaction products (MRPs) derived
from food protein peptides contribute to the flavour, colour,
and bioactive properties of foods (Jiang et al., 2013;
Karnjanapratum et al., 2016; Song et al., 2017; Yu et al.,
2018; Fu et al., 2019). The flavour of MRPs mainly relies on
3
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B. Flavour Properties of Maillard Reaction
Products (MRPs) Derived from Peptides
Table 1. Summary of the recent studies on flavour properties of Maillard reaction products generated from marine protein
hydrolysates/peptides and carbohydrates sources

The flavour is a crucial element in determining the quality

two chemical changes as peptide degrades to a smaller

and

protein

fraction and amino acids. On the other side, a peptide can be

hydrolysates or peptides may contribute to the taste and

directly interlinked with sugar (Lan et al., 2010). Hence, the

aroma of food through the direct pathway, heat degradation,

higher amount of amino acids in MRPs indicated the

Maillard reaction,

food

crosslinking process is dominant in thermal reactions of

ingredients (Temussi, 2012). Peptides are known as

peptide fractions with xylose and caused in the increment of

significant flavour enhancers and precursors of the Maillard

umaminess (Liu et al., 2012). Besides, the taste-enhancing

reaction (Van Lancker et al., 2011). MRPs are widely used in

potential of MRPs developed from xylose and hydrolyzed

producing a variety of flavour enhancers and the proposed

soybean protein isolated from the 1000 to 5000 Da fraction

excellent flavour enhancers may possess a good mouthfulness

likely increased the intensity of mouthfulness and continuity

and continuity of the flavour (Eric et al., 2013). A growing

in umami solution and consomme soup (Ogasawara et al.,

number of studies recently showed the MRPs produced from

2006). Similarly, the Maillard reaction of D-xylose toward

protein hydrolysates or peptides and carbohydrates affected

Mud clam (Polymesoda erosa) hydrolysates has more intense

the flavour properties of food products. Several studies

umami and less fishy taste (Normah & Noorasma, 2018).

reported the MRPs of protein hydrolysates could impart long-

Karangwa et al. (2016) revealed the taste-enhancing

lasting and complex flavours (Zhang et al., 2020; Karangwa

properties of MRPs are attributed to both crosslinking and

et al., 2015). The flavour properties of MRPs obtained from

Maillard

fishery protein hydrolysates or peptides and carbohydrates

sensation. Cai et al. (2016) expressed the Chinese shrimp

are briefly described in Table 1.

waste hydrolysates have a strong meaty aroma, umami, and

consumer

acceptability.

or

Significantly,

collaboration with

other

reacted

mouthfulness

C. Taste-active of Maillard Reaction Products
(MRPs) derived from peptides

peptides

taste.

which

Moreover,

produced

the

cod

‘kokumi’

byproduct

hydrolysates are increased in fish sauce-like taste (Min &
Einarsson, 2015).

The MRPs formed from peptides suggested exhibiting an

Song et al. (2013) also claimed the enzymatic crosslinking

improved effect on the taste of food. During thermal

via microbial transglutaminase (MTGase) has been employed

treatment of reducing sugar and peptide, peptide undergoes

to increase the yield of MRPs (1-5 kDa) from soybean protein
4
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hydrolysates that responsible for mouthfulness and reduced

forming compared to free amino acids (Van Lancker et al.,

bitterness. The bitter taste of the smoothhound viscera

2011).

hydrolysates

is

reduced

after

the

Maillard

reaction

The study of the Maillard reaction by pure peptide models

(Abdelhedi et al., 2017). Furthermore, the glucosamine-

has shown that peptides are involved in the response of

induced glycation of poultry protein hydrolysates in the

Maillard in several processes, including bond cleavage,

presence of MTGase found out enhanced savoury taste (Hong

cyclization, and glycation (Liu et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2012).

et al., 2016). Idowu and Benjakul (2019) expressed that the

Zhang et al. (2020) stated the Antarctic krill hydrolysates

MTGase is notable for improving proteins via the addition of

generated the addition of roast, sweetness, and shrimp meat

amine, crosslinking, and deamination. Liu et al. (2017)

odours after the Maillard reaction. The fish muscle

indicated deamination-induced modification of wheat gluten

(Collichthys niveatus) hydrolysate is produced a toasty,

hydrolysates produced deaminated WGH with improved

nutty, and sweet caramel-like aroma (Zhao et al., 2016).

umami and less bitter taste. The sensory attributes of MRPs

Kouakou et al. (2014) suggested the Maillard reaction is

from sunflower protein hydrolysates, xylose, and cysteine

masking fish odour, give sweet and aromatic noted in the

also showed good flavour and taste (Eric et al., 2013). The

salmon hydrolysate. The formation of the specific volatile

formation of 2,5-Diketopiperazines (2,5-DKPs) as thermal

compounds during the Maillard reaction is strongly

reaction byproducts accompanied by Maillard reaction

dependent on the distribution of the molecular weight of

referred to cyclic dipeptides, known as the source of the taste-

hydrolysates, composition, and configuration of peptides

active compound in processed food. The use of 2,5-DKPs

(Song et al., 2013). Since protein hydrolysates produce a large

indicated to develop astringent, salty, metallic, or bitter taste

number of peptides, it is reasonable that MRPs derived from

and have been identified in various foods such as meat, milk,

protein hydrolysates can exhibit a broad range of aroma.

pizza, chocolate, chicken, and roasted coffee (Borthwick & Da

Fu et al. (2019) demonstrated that the MRPs of peptide and

Costa, 2017). Therefore, the Maillard reaction in hydrolysates

sugars possess a strong meaty-like flavour due to the

may assist in reducing the bitterness to some extent.

development of specific aromas such as pyrazines and
pyrazinones thiazoles, and thiophenes. Pyrazines, nitrogencontaining heterocyclic compounds referred to as nutty,

D. Aroma-active of Maillard Reaction Products
(MRPs) derived from peptides

coffee, and roast meat-like odours (Liu et al., 2015; Van
Lancker et al., 2012). Pyrazines contribute to full-body

The Maillard reaction is responsible for producing unique

flavours that essential as food additives in meat and

aromas during thermal treatment and substantially improved

condiments (Shahidi, 1998). The formation of pyrazine

food products (Sun et al., 2010). The aroma characteristic is
influenced not only by the species but also by the conditions
used during post-harvest handling, storage, and cooking.

mechanisms

involves

condensation

of

α-aminoketones

dicarbonyl

compounds

produced
with

by

amino

compounds during the Maillard reaction (Van Lancker et al.,

Commonly, some fish such as salmon or trout have a strong

2010). Additionally, it can be speculated more pyrazines can

flavour and relatively mild smell before cooking, which

be produced in the glucose-dipeptide model system

becomes intense and pleasant after heating (Ganeko et al.,

compared to free amino acids. Van Lancker et al. (2012)

2008a). The roasting aroma has traditionally been regarded

indicated that N-terminal amino acid peptides' structural

as the predominant flavour (MacLeod & Coppock, 1977).

properties are crucial for the increased development of

These unique aromas are closely associated with raw material

pyrazines. Recent experiments have shown the low molecular

in the system, such as roasted flavour in meat (Domínguez et

weight peptides (<500 Da) are known to be the most

al., 2014) and seafood flavour in marine products (Kubota et

significant contributor to pyrazine production due to the high

al., 2002). Van Boekel (2006) expressed the Maillard

reaction activity of amidogen (Liu et al., 2015). The impact of

reaction can produce numerous volatile compounds. The

peptides on pyrazine formation during the Maillard reaction

peptides contribute to several specific aroma compounds

is essential and remains further investigated.

5
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Pyrazinones with unique toasted aroma are peptide-specific

Besides, certain MRPs bioactivities have been confirmed

MRPs derived during the Maillard reaction of dicarbonyls

using in vivo animal and human clinical trials. Recently, the

(glyoxal or methylglyoxal) with glycine dipeptide. They

accumulative evidence has indicated an antioxidant activity

cannot be generated in the free amino acid system (Izzo & Ho,

and some other biological activities of MRPs triggered by

1992). The formation of pyrazinone mechanisms is based on

reactions between various sources of protein hydrolysates

the glycine dipeptide model using glucose and dicarbonyl

and carbohydrates, as summarized in Table 2 and Table 3,

compounds labeled as two possible pathways involved in

respectively.

pyrazinones

formation.

In

pathway

A, glyoxal,

and

Vhangani and Van Wyk (2016) expressed the MRPs may

pyruvaldehyde are required to generate dimethylpyrazinones

exhibit potent antioxidant activity that confers potential as a

and trime-thylpyrazinones, respectively. It then incorporates

substitute for synthetic antioxidants. The antioxidant

three glycine molecules into the pyrazinone structure. On the

function of MRPs has been reported in the glucose and

other hand, the number of glycine molecules included in

glycine or sodium glutamate reaction model. It documented

Pathway B depends on whether pyruvaldehyde and 2,3-

the MRPs produced by protein hydrolysates/peptides are

butanedione, derived from amadori compounds or produced

said to have antioxidant activity that appears to have

by trans-forming glyoxal and pyruvaldehyde by glycine

substantially increased antioxidant activity compared to

(Keyhani & Yaylayan, 1996). Mainly, pyrazines and

protein hydrolysate/peptide alone (Bai et al., 2017; Zhang et

pyrazinones, sulfur-containing heterocyclic compounds (e.g.

al., 2018). The higher antioxidant activity with Maillard-

thio-phenes and thiazoles) produced during the Maillard

derived MRPs is between reducing sugars (glucose and

reaction or Stretcher degradation may serve as major volatile

xylose) and Gly-His dipeptides relative to MRPs obtained

compounds with roasted and meaty aromas (Jayasena et al.,

with His-Gly dipeptides (Lingnert & Eriksson, 1980).

2013). During the Maillard reaction, H2S released from S-

Previous studies also reported the results of MRPs derived

containing amino acids may react with MRPs, resulting in an

from the fructose–amino acid model system showed higher

array of S-containing compounds (Van Lancker et al., 2011).

biological activities than glucose–amino acid model system,

Due to the relatively low odour thresholds, these compounds

especially in sugar–tryptophan and –tyrosine MRPs exerted

may significantly contribute to the overall aroma of food

higher biological activities than the other MRPs (Giroux et al.,

(Mottram, 1998).

2010; Hwang et al., 2011).

Background studies showed the protein hydrolysates and

This indicated the antioxidant efficacy of MRPs depends on

reducing sugar exhibit a pleasant flavour via MRPs. Aside

not only amino acid composition, but also the chain length of

from the typical Maillard aroma compound, the Strecker

the peptide sequence (Lingnert & Eriksson, 1980). In

degradation occurs between amino acids, and the dicarbonyl

addition, the peptide chain length and peptide bond stability

compound may confer pungent, unpleasant, and burnt

against heat treatment is linked to the antioxidant activity of

aroma. Additionally, a rich supply of oxygen-containing

MRPs. Background research stated the antioxidant activity of

heterocyclic compounds may be formed, including furans and

MRPs prepared from the model glucose systems with glycine,

furfurals, which provide flavour characteristics (Fu et al.,

diglycine, and triglycine has been observed that MRPs from

2019).

diglycine model system showed the most potent antioxidant
activity. In view of the MRPs complexity, a variety of

E. Bioactive Properties of MRPs Generated from
Peptides

compounds in MRPs can exhibit antioxidant activity by

Last decade, a growing number of studies indicated peptides

radical scavenging, metal ion chelating, and intracellular

derived via the Maillard process have various bioactivities,

antioxidant enzyme control in vivo (Vhangani & Van Wyk,

including

activity,

2016). It appears that low molecular weight MRPs tend to

antihypertensive activity, or anticancer properties (Wu et al.,

exhibit antioxidant effects in the body after they have been

2014; Yamabe et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016).

absorbed by the small intestine (Silva´n et al., 2006).

antibacterial

activity,

antioxidant

different mechanisms, including reducing power ability, free

6
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Table 2. Summary of the recent studies on the antioxidant activities of Maillard reaction products generated from marine
protein hydrolysates/peptides and carbohydrates sources

Table 3. Summary of the recent studies on the various bioactivities of Maillard reaction products generated from m arine
protein hydrolysates/peptides and carbohydrates sources

According to Chuyen et al. (1998), in vivo antioxidant

nature, which can form stable metal cation complexes

activity of MRPs is confirmed made from peptide-glucose

(Morales et al., 2005).

mixtures. These MRPs had potent scavenging activity against

Kanzler et al. (2016) verified the antioxidant activities of

reactive oxygen species (ROS), which plays a vital role in the

several main dicarbonyl compounds and heterocyclic

in vivo antioxidant function of MRPs. Apart from that,

intermediates are based on different approaches. Their

melanoidins have been identified as responsible for the

potential for antioxidant pathways may be attributed to their

antioxidant activity of MRPs due to heterocyclic compounds

position as electron donors (Kanzler et al., 2016). Meanwhile,

and reductones produced by the Maillard reaction (Kanzler et

reductones are found in the intermediate stage of the

al., 2016). Melanoidins are classified as high molecular

Maillard reaction (Garbe et al., 2008). Some MRPs

weight,

comprising reductone-like structures and exhibiting reducing

nitrogen-containing,

and

brown-coloured

compounds formed in the late stages of the Maillard reaction

properties

(Mesías & Delgado-Andrade, 2017). Three main chemical

compounds and heterocyclic intermediates (Kanzler et al.,

structures of melanoidins are proposed, including polymers

2017). The reaction of the Maillard reaction leads to the

consisting of repeating units of furans and/or pyrrol,

formation

crosslinking products with low molecular-weight coloured

heterocyclic compounds, such as furans, pyrroles, pyrazines,

substances, and sugar degradation products interlinked with

and thiazoles, which have been discovered to correlate with

amino compounds (Cämmerer et al., 2002). Another claimed

reducing power and Fe2+ chelating activity (Liu et al., 2012).

that the critical antioxidant function of melanoidins is the

The heterocyclic aromatic ring has a high electron density of

metal-chelating capacity due to its anionic hydrophilic

carbon atoms capable of scavenging free radicals (Shaker et

7

have

of

been

many

reported,

important

including

dicarbonyl

nitrogen-containing
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al., 1995). It is believed the addition of an electron-donating

interleukin-1b) and nitric oxide production in LPS-induced

group ( e.g. a methyl group) can increase the electron density

RAW 264.7 cells (Karnjanapratum et al., 2016).

of carbon atoms of the q nucleophilic thiol group, either as a

Generally, gut homeostasis is considered necessary for

single electron-reducing agent for the scavenge of peroxyl and

maintaining

gut

health.

alkoxy1 radicals, or as a two-electron-reducing and

hydrolysates/peptides by the Maillard reaction can boost

subsequent disulfide formation of hydroperoxides (Shaker et

resistance

al., 1995).

gastrointestinal digestibility, which allows more place for gut

toward

Modification

digestive

enzymes

of

and

protein

reduce

Apart from the antioxidant activities, the MRPs from

microbiota to utilize and fermented by these MRPs

peptides have been documented to exert antimicrobial

(Hernandez-Hernandez et al., 2011). Recently, the grass carp

effects. The MRPs against different bacteria strains, such as

fish hydrolysates glycated with galactooligosaccharide has

Bacillus subtilis, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus,

been reported can modify the pattern of SCFA development

Listeria

and

in the hindgut of rats with increased levels of total SCFA,

Salmonella typhimurium, is documented (Hauser et al.,

butyrate, and propionate in the proximal colon as well as the

2014; Chung et al., 2011). The MRPs of fish gelatin

butyrate levels (74%) in the distal colon of rats (Jin et al.,

hydrolysates showed specificity towards inhibition of

2018).

monocytogenes,

Shigella

dysenteriae,

Escherichia coli (Hong et al., 2014). Moreover, the MRPs

VI.

obtained from half-fin anchovy hydrolysates/glucose model
system exhibited antibacterial activities against several

Finding for an effective approach for flavour enhancement

microorganisms, such as Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas

and debittering without affecting the quality of protein

fluorescens, Proteus vulgaris, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Staphylococcus

aureus,

Bacillus

subtilis,

hydrolysates becomes increasingly important. Owing to the

Bacillus

unique molecular structures and formation mechanisms of

megaterium, and Sarcina lutea (Song et al., 2016). Song et

peptide-specific MRPs, they lead to the unique creation of

al. (2017) subsequently identified seven antibacterial peptide
sequences,

including

RVAPEEHPTL,

CONCLUSION

flavour during processing and storage. This review reveals the

WLPVVR,

Maillard reaction is provided with an upgradable process for

FFTQATDLLSR, VLLLWR, VLLVLLR, VLLALWR, and

debittering

LLSWYDNEFGYSNR.

and

fishy

flavour

removal.

Besides,

the

subsequent knowledge of the structure-function relationship

Choe et al. (2016) demonstrated the MRPs derived from

of MRPs is essential in advancing the research on bioactive

protein hydrolysates of flatfish byproduct and ribose possess

food protein hydrolysates and peptides in order to develop

anti-inflammatory effects by suppressing lipopolysaccharide

the market of the peptides as natural health products and

(LPS)-induced development of nitric oxide and prostaglandin

nutraceuticals.

E2 as well as the expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase
and cyclooxygenase-2 in RAW 264.7 mouse macrophage
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